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james cameron made a number of very short films he released on vhs via his spiral
media shingle. what makes the abyss (1989) the finest of his efforts is that its brief
length allows us to witness the many distressing situations that could easily evolve

during a deep-sea dive. the event that does evolve is, of course, the space-nazi
shark that overtakes the boat, and begins to eat the humans on board. of course, its
not all that deep and, as anyone who has watched deepstar 900 (2011) knows, that

shark is just part of the ongoing human struggle to survive deep sea. if anything,
the real travails of the deep sea are the real story of this film. if you have a can of

white vinegar, there is a possibility that the vinegar will react with the salt. this
could potentially cause both of them to react negatively with other ingredients. may
want to try an experiment first with white vinegar, to see if it does react. however, if
you still do end up with a negative reaction, just re-do the ingredients. you can also

try using distilled vinegar instead of white vinegar, if you dont have one. i've had
good luck with this recipe. it seems that, although the shell does get weak

somewhat, it never completely breaks in the normal manner. i was quite surprised
because of the large size of the eggs, they were all between 2.8 and 3.0, and

always appeared to stay in their shells quite well. i don't think i've had a broken egg
yet either. the vinegar trick is a good one, but i don't think its necessary. i've had no
issues using just the salt, and i've been using them for over a week now, not once

do i think i've had any eggs break.
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however, if you still do end up with a negative reaction, just re-
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instead of white vinegar, if you dont have one. i've had good
luck with this recipe. it seems that, although the shell does get

weak somewhat, it never completely breaks in the normal
manner. i was quite surprised because of the large size of the
eggs, they were all between 2.8 and 3.0, and always appeared
to stay in their shells quite well. i don't think i've had a broken
egg yet either. the vinegar trick is a good one, but i don't think

its necessary. i've had no issues using just the salt, and i've
been using them for over a week now, not once do i think i've
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